Productivity on the go
It’s a connected world; people are no longer chained to desktops and laptops – phones and tablets offer timely and convenient access to many business systems. Now, ABB brings this productivity to your essential enterprise system with ABB Ability™ Ellipse® EAM SaaS apps.

Customers using Ellipse 8.4 and onwards can now benefit from a range of SaaS applications that extend Ellipse EAM and ERP functionality directly into the palm of the hand, from the CEO to the workshop floor.

Adding value to your business
Ellipse EAM SaaS apps are task-specific, for example, approvals and work requests. They run on your phone or tablet with the Android™, iOS and Microsoft® Windows® operating systems. These apps enable data access and data entry anywhere, avoiding errors and speeding up your end-to-end business process. Data is seamlessly and instantly shared within Ellipse EAM.

Ellipse EAM SaaS apps are ideal for infrequent users. Having to navigate an enterprise application to perform an infrequent task can be burdensome – SaaS apps are purpose-built and simple & intuitive to use, encouraging greater user adoption.

Ready to do more? Ellipse EAM SaaS apps are ready to help build your team’s productivity!

---

**ReceiveGoods app**
Receive goods from a purchase order at the point of delivery.

**CountStock app**
Allows employees to record stock counts in the warehouse.

**PickStock app**
Pick stock from the warehouse and effect an immediate adjustment to inventory holdings & associated financial accounting.

**Approvals app**
Review and provide financial approval on requisitions, invoices, contracts and other financial documents.

**RequestLeave app**
Allows employees to view all leave requests, view available leave at a future date and apply for leave.

**ApproveLeave app**
Allows a supervisor to respond to an employee’s request for leave.

**RequestWork app**
Capture image and text information, and raise a work request for processing in Ellipse EAM.

**ExecuteWork app**
Workers complete assigned work orders, report labor and maintain the work log; optimised for tablet.

**ImmediateWork app**
Mobile technicians can raise, execute and complete work – all in one step.

**InitiateWork app**
Mobile technicians can raise a work order for a later date, without a work request.

---

[Abb.com/enterprise-software](http://Abb.com/enterprise-software)
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